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By Lance Weislak 
The Xavier Newswire 
As with any aca-
demic year, the campus 
residence halls have experi-
enced their share of fire 
alarms in 1989. However, as 
in years past, none of the 
alarms have resulted in 
serious harm or injury. 
In Brockmjm Hall 
some of the alarm~ were 
caused by a faulty electrical 
system, yet this leaves a 
significant number of alarms 
c.=tu.~~ deliberately or 
accidently. "I wish I knew 
th_eir [people who pull alarm 
boxes] motives," said Lori 
Lambert, assistant director 
ofResidence Life. " Many are 
caused by people just fooling 
around with water guns, but 
some are dares from other 
people and some people just 
want to see if they can get 
a way with it.'' 
According to Michael 
Couch, director of Safety and 
Security, deliberately setting 
off a false alarm is, in the 
state of Ohio, a first degree 
misdemeanor which carries a 
maximum six month jail 
penalty and a $1000 fine. 
The Cincinnati Fire Division 
has a right to prosecute such 
I 
offenses, but usually the 
offender is handled within 
the university discipline 
system. Within the univer-
sity system, the penalties for 
tampering with fire equip-
ment range from probation to 
expulsion from the residence 
halls. Lambert added that 
she would wish for de facto 
justice in which the sur-
rounding residents would 
devise their own system of 
justice for dealing with the 
offender. 
Cincinnati Fire Chief 
William Miller said that 
standard procedure for an ' 
alarm entails the.resp0n5e of 
three engine companies, two 
truck companies and a 
district chief. He also said 
that Xavier is not charged for 
false alarms and the fire 
division considers false 
alarms "part of the job." 
Xavier has not had 
~my major fires in the past 
several years except for a bed 
fire in Husman Hall three 
years ago. Lambert empha-
sized that each alarm should 
be taken seriously. She also 
stressed the importance of 
room inspections when fire 
hazards, such as overloaded 
circuits and hot plates, are 
cited as part of fire preven-
tion. 
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Jesuits mourn loss of brothers 
By M. H. Clopton 
The Xavier Newswire 
and College Press Service 
Six Jesuit priests, a 
cook employed in the 
Jesuits' home and her 15 
year-old daughter were 
tortured and slain on Nov. 
16 in San Salvador, the 
capital of El Salvador. The 
Rev. Jose Maria Tojeira, S. 
]., of the Jesuit Provincial 
for Central America told 
the Associated Press "They 
were assassinated with 
lavish barbarity." 
At least 500 people 
have been killed and more 
than ~';OO()wounded<in-El·"·' ;":' 
Salvador since Nov. 12, / 
when leftist guerrillas·· 
launched their strongest 
attack since 1981, claiming 
portions of eight of El 
Salvador's 14 provinces 
and declaring they would 
intensify efforts to seize the 
entire country. 
photo by Michele Sulka 
The Bellarmine· community erected a cross in memory of the six 
Jesuits murdered in El Salvador on Nov. 16. The noon mass on 
Mon., Nuv. 20 was also dedicated to the slain Jesuits. 
The Rev. Albert J. 
In the wake of this 
violence, several college 
campuses around the U.S. 
responded with student 
demonstrations, letters and 
prayer services. At Cal. 
State Univ., Northridge, 
students held a "chalk-in" 
on campus Nov. 16, writing 
on the side walk about the 
evnts in El Salvador and 
the names of those killed. 
DiUlio, S. J., declared Mon., 
Nov.16 a Day of Fast and 
Reflection for the Xavier 
community. DiUlio com-
mented on the tragedy, 
saying "it leaves me with an 
enormous sense of outrage, 
anger, sadness and hurt." 
tries expressed her concern 
about the recent deaths, 
stating "the whole thing was 
a tragedy ... you can't say 
one side is the good guys 
and one side is the bad guys. 
Neither side is without fault; 
we need to let them fight 
their own battle, and we 
need to let our legislatures 
know not to send money." 
Sr. Elaine Wellinger, 
H.M., of University Minis-
Walesa seeks Polish unity 
By Pat Clifford 
The Xavier Newswire 
WASHINGTON- Lech Walesa, 
leader of the Polish Solidarity move-
ment, addressed the AFL-CIO con-
vention in WasJlington, D.C., on Nov. 
14., where he asked for more business 
investments to reinvigorate Poland's 
economy. 
Walesa lambasted the former 
government of Poland for its mo-
nopolization of political, economic 
and social power in the country. He 
said the government finally realized 
that all it had was "a monopoly on 
poverty." 
Walesa looked forward to 
an eventual unification of all Euro-
pean states. However, Europeans 
must heed the warnings of past 
attempts at unification. 
"It must be built not in the 
way in which Hitler or Stalin in-
tended to build unity," said Walesa, 
"We want to build an agreement of 
all countries and all citizens." 
"The borders, the missiles," 
Walesa said, "and the tanks seem 
more and more ridiculous." 
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Sexuality Committ~.&%§~!.ti·· 
By Maria Loven· · and Counseling Center ~~~~F.\~:~t·t~$~t~~~i~~S'§~~ft. a 
,dress STD. Q.roble~m.,.,~. _, 
··,. • I ' , .<;J:.''H,(l-i,~~t:f,~~~~h1.~~j~~~f·tf-1, :~!.l!.~l;lf"'-''l"' .. 11,• .'" 
£0rm1a.1·severa1tS~fiS'.'thatHt#i~~· ·.· 
The.Xavi£r.Newswire taken one step to meet this · issues concerning human. 
. : . .,, :r. 1 need by constructing a sexuality. on-. campus .. "' 
, .,,~~~ality and dating, homo- .. . ..... .. . . . , .. -:.-· . ... , ·'""' 
. sexuality and differing values had.p\lt ~~gs~~e~;aoout . ?· ' .. ·. 
.:among friends. Having similar issues; ·Banta said,· · 
already given a sneak pre- "It was,·an e~~!!.~iJlirig way With the overwhelm- Human Sexuality Committee;• · · Kuhlman's Acting I 
ing increase of sexually The Committee is compose((; . · cla~s·has written several skits view performance to mem- to get peoP~~J~'thirik·about .. 
hers of the Human Sexuality dating issuef:·'''. . to· get them· transmitted diseases (STDs) ·of members of the faculty · L • ·called "Interplay" dealing 
in recent years, it is easy to and administration as well as with issues.of sexuality and 
understand the importance of students. Kay Mazza, R.N., will be giving premiere 
sex education and the and Drema Banta, R.N., the performances of the skits 
necessity to increase awa;e- chairpersons of the commit- Tuesday;_Dec. 5 at 7 p.m. in 
ness of STDs such as AIDS tee, are working with Cathy the Husman Hall Lounge. 
(Aquired Immune Defi~ · Kuhlman, director of the·· · ·Thetopics i.nclude:· students 
Committee and to several to make choices." With the 
students and Resident suppcirt of Dr. Lon Kriner, 
Assistants, the acting stu-. · · director of the McGrath 
dents are ready to perform.. .. Health and Counseling 
for the campus. "Tttey [the ·Center, and Dr; Arthur 
students] seem excited ·about · Shriberg, vice~presidertffor 
ciency). The McGrath Health Xavier Theater, to create a faced with exposure to AIDS,. doing it and they feel good Student Development, the 
about it," said Drema Banta. Human Sexuality Committee 
From all Of ·us, to· each Of you 
The Cast of this 
weekend's Xavier 
Players production of 
"Season's Greetings:" 
. (standing from left): 
Eric Irwin, Maria ' · 
Lovell, Stephen Knotts, 
Erin Noll and fason 
McCord; (sitting from 
left): Peggy Burke, · 
Mark Houser, Meg 
Olberding and 
· Christopher Goetz. 
The show opens 
tomorrow at 8 p.m. and 
runs through Sunday~ 
Dec. 3, with a sp~cial · 
matinee, 2 p.m., · .. 
. Where did the idea has been able to work with 
come from? Mazza and · the Acting I class. to mimic 
Banta had the opportunity to the Kaleidoscope progtam. 
attend a convention for the ... Following the Husman 
American College Health performance, Mazza and 
Association last year at which .Banta will lead a discussion 
a California University group · . to try to answer any ques-
called "Kaleidoscope" per- · tionsstudents might have. 
Spotlight on the §ign Crew 
Sign makers at Work 
By Laurie Westrich 
TheXavier Newswire 
·How many times 
have you sat in the Grill or 
main dining room and 
passed the time by reading 
. This year, five of the 
Sunday. ·· 
photo by Duane Wolff the many signs posted there? 
~:::::::;::;~;=~~::::::::::::::::::;::;:;;:::::::::::~:::~~~~~~~~~i~~ ~Pmajori~cliliemare · 
· six members are art. majors, 
and, according to Markle, "it 
does require some artistic 
talent to drawon such a large 
scale, but, with some prac~ 
tice,rilost people would be 
,able to do it pretty well." . 
Markle said that the response 
"h~~ improved since we re-
organized three years ago .. 
Most of the feedback we've , , \lltfi~UH··· ''·i£;£1f~~~~~~;. 
·for Student Development. -.. · a· . this.· · t According to Jamie 
VQU can .. ..... e\71.·.•.···.··~.-·: ..• _o ..... ·.· .. n .... ·... ·.·.· ..••. A .......• ·• . •.... · ...•. •. :.··.· ~:r~~ri~:~n~~~r;;sor, J ~ _  \.i. U spend 9() hours each week · 
New 





. making approximately 40 · 
signs. The signs cari be seen 
in fhe Grill and main d~ning 
room, as well as on the-three 
univers(ty calendars .. They 
contain information regard~ 
ing.campus events, and many 
off-campus events such as . 
Winterfest and Bengals 
gaJ'!leS. . 
. received has been positive." · 
· . Organizations that 
need fo have a sign made 
should pick up a request 
form at the Infonriation Desk 
a.t. least one week prior to the 
event, Individual requests 
for occasioris such as birth-
days are welcome and a· 
general idea of what the sign 
sl:muld look like should also 
· be.submitted. · 
. . Groups who want 
. · irfformation published on the . 
calendars should submit a 
requ~t by the middle of the 
prec.edii:lg month.···.· 
Print •. ,;:- . :.HP ............................................................ 
Quit HQ HumCJrj ·. rig:hts· in USSR 
· Macintosh Sale, you can wind tip with 
. . much more ofa computer. 
Without spending a lot more money. 
Macintosh• computers have 
always be~n easy to use. But they've 
never been this easy to own. · · 
Presenting The Macintosh Sale. 
Through January 3.1; you can save 
hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of ~hte•:antosh computers and . . .·. . , .... · •· .. ·• ·. .. . _ 
penp er . . .· · . .f,,."'·········· .i\ij · 
So now there's no reason to settle , . . : ·. ·~·".,=·~···"""·~""4' 
for an ordinary PC: With The ~:.;;;==i!i.~~-
Contat1 Rick Harns 
Coordinator of Academic Computing 
at 745-1980. · 
· ·~ . 
The MacintoshSale. 
. N<M1throughjmuary31. 
© l!J.~9 tipple Comptll«r; /11c. 11/JfJ/<', the tW>fe logo, tmd M11cit11osb 11rti n'gislmvl lradet1u1rks of 1lpflle ComP,11L'T, J11c. 
.:,. • • 
0 
·• '•'.-'•'•'"'',.'·'·' 1 t t t I\ 1 I 1 1 '-I 1 0 ~ 0 ,·" • ,·. ,•.·.·.•~•,',"'.•,•,•,•.• •.~ •. t l.f • .. t f .t t t t 11 I~ .t_..I I. J .t .. •. Jo, 
. By-Tim Coyne · · · 
111.e.Xavier.Newswire 
. At 7:30 p.m. on Dec. ·· 
5, in Kelley Auditorium the 
Cincinna.ti-Kharkov.Sister 
City .Project, along with the · 
Jewish Community Relations 
.. · Council,. will be sponsoring · 
' the first in a series of educa-
tional programs. The fea-
tured topic will be "Human 
Rights in the Soviet Union: 
.. D.c; will be the guest 
speakers~ Each•will.offer his . 
re~pectiye government's ?er~··. 
· spective ori past and present · · 
human rights issues in the 
Soviet Union. Individual,·· 
ethnic, religious and emigra-
tion freedoms are scheduled·. 
to be discussed, with a 
question and answer session' 
. to follow. This program is . 
part of a worldwide citizen 
diplomacy movement to 
encourage und~rstanding 
among nationalities and 
cultures. · 
U.S. and Sov.iet Perspec- · . 
tives." Toriy Areas of the 
U.S. S~ate Department and 
Andrei Lebedev, the first 
· . Secretary of the U .S$;R. 
... . A$3 donation will be 
Embassy in Washington,·· 





Name: Dr. Richard Hirte 
Birthplace: Passaic, NJ 
photo by Tanvi Patel 
Occupation: ·Vice President for Financial Ad-
ministration 
Education: Bachelor of Arts in Accounting, 
Masters degree in Finance and a Ph.d. from the 
University o(Flopda . · . . .· .. 
Family£ wife and infant s<>ri, John Christopher .. 
Hobbies: golf, raquetball and restoring a·'65 
·Mustang 
Nickname: "Jay R" 
First Job: Army officer after college (lawn 
mowing before) 
Worst Job: Jacksonville Shipyards, scraping 
paint 
If I could live in any time or era, I'd choose: 
today - it's the best of times 
Life has taught me: to take the good with the bad 
and not to quit 
Most important trait in a person: integrity · 
I'm a sucker for: kids and animals in.distress 
Best thing about Xavier: spirit 
Worst thing about Xavief: snows in the winter. 
Worst habit: smoking cigars · 
If I were going to a desert island, I would take 
with me: mosquito repellant .. .. 
If I could have dinner.with·anyone in history; it · · 
would be: my great-greafgrahdfather, John ·· 
Kay, who invented the power cotton loop during · 
the beginning of the industrial revolution 
People wou•d be surprised to know that I:. 
· enjoy both classical and country-western music. • .. 
.My father always told me: persevere in.what .. · 
you do; anyone can quit 
If I were an automobile, I'd be: a Ferrari Tes-
tarossa 
~ , ...................... ~. 
I I· I I I .................................... 
··············-··-·······~·········-~··· ... - ,. ,.. .. - .......... ,. ........... - .. 
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° • O • 1 O O H O .·• •• i 
·. · · · 7 1 Get two 10" original Deluxe 
Get two 10" orilililll cheese 1 Pizzas for just $10.99. 
Pizza. s fo.r 1·ust.·· 6_ .. 99. ··. I Toppings Include: pepperoni, sausage, , I mushrooms, green peppers and onions. Coupon required. Valid ·at participating locations only. . Coupory required. Valid at participating locations. only. 
Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Not valid on I Not ~all~ with aryy other coupon or offer. Not valid on 
Domino's Pan Pizza. I Dominos _Pan Pizza. 
Offer expires: December 13, 1989. Offer expires: December 13, 1989. • 
----------------~L·-~--~------~----©19e9 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery· area limited to ensure safe driving. 
Sales tax additional where applicable. PART TIME AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE! 
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By Ken Hartlage 
The Xavier Newswire 
Means of national aid 
need revision 
Many nations have been experiencing great amounts of 
change, changes in both their social and political structures. 
Fortunately, there are many countries in p0sitions of 
relative health, their political systems are addressing the 
needs of the people, their economic systems are functioning 
adequately. These societies are stable. Stable enough to 
help other nations achieve stability and health. Unfortu-• 
nately the help that is being given in many cases is a ques-
tionable benefit to the society being aided. 
What is being offered from governments to the Central 
American nations is questionable as appropriate assistance 
and even more questionable as aid that does not cause · 
further conflict. It would be nice to believe that the goals of 
nations contributing to Central American problems is not to 
control profitable cattle grazing or farming lands or some 
other capitalist aim. 
Hopefully the goal of assisting countries is to "aid" in 
assembling a sovereign nation governed in the manner the 
people of that nation have chosen. Assisting countries . 
should commit themselves to suggesting options which the 
people of the nation can discuss. Other assistance should be 
given to the society with a limit to those kinds of "aid" that 
cause continued or increased conflict. 
Forum.deviates from 
initial goal · · 
Student Government has decided to address the ever 
increasing need for students to understand what their rights 
are at the University. This is a rather commendable task to 
i::ommunicate regulations that are imposed on students to 
· the students themselves. However, the medium that the 
Student Senate has chosen to utilize, the student forum, is 
an inappropriate option. . 
The student forum should be used to determine what the 
needs and concerns of the students are. Unfortunately, the 
aim of the upcoming forum has very little to do with 
developing students so they may be better contributors to 
their community. The goal is to educate students as to what 
limits they have to their actions: Hopefully, Student Senate 
will review their student forum goals and begin to direct the 
student bod in a direction that will be more beneficial. ·· 
Six dead, who·s to· blame? 
Well, I heard the news. 
Six more dead religious in 
Central America. Well, not 
dead - killed. Who.killed 
them? When you think of it, 
you can blame lots of different 
people and organizations. Ted 
Koppel tells me that most 
suspicion is pointed toward 
the Salvadoran right wing 
· f?scist government. The death 
squad has had quite a reputa-
' tion for being inhumane and 
destructive. Should we blame 
the government. 
Perhaps it was the fault · 
of the guerillas. If they had 
not resorted to so much 
violence, perhaps thisfascist 
government would leave the 
people alone, Yeah, right, 
· they're called fascists, remem-
ber? Still you might say that< 
· the leftist radicals should have 
used other means for change. 
. After all, many Central Ameri-
. · can leftist militant organiza-
tions have reputations for 
being almost as destructive 
and inhumane as the govern-
ment they oppose. 
· Maybe the Salvadoran 
people are to blame, for 
expecting too much from 
factions (left and right wing) 
that depend on guns to have 
their. opinions voiced. In 
Central America, asyou know, 
the majority is NEVER right. 
The people have a reputation 
for being humble, simple and 
stupid.· · 
The Jesuits? Hmm. Lots 
of people could blame them 
for try~ng to educate bunch of 
·. ignorant, potentially danger-
:ous peasants. The Jesuits are 
somehow known for being 
. insurrectionists. 
Do yott know who is 
. really to blame? Yes - the· 
United States government. 
Who proyided the guns being 
used in Central America (for 
that matter, the Middle East as 
well)? Our government? Who 
taught the government death 
squad how to torture prison-
ers? You guessed it - the 
American CIA! Why do we 
have rnilita'ryt advisors down 
in Central America? The place 
·is not a strategic position - it's 
an area where people live. 
?ure, Y()U c~.n, bla!11e either the 
right - or left - wingers, but 
don't forget names like Reagan 
and Bush, either. We don't 
even know to what extenfthe 
United States is actually 
involved down there. These 
are your tax dollars at work; 
: and the people you claim to 
have elected. But don't worry; 
the United States government 
has always been known to be 
inhumane, destructive, simple 
and stupid . 
_:Phil Wodzinski 
-----~--------.:Vatican takes stronger abortion· st~nd. 
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, By Deena Calabrese 
The Xavier Newswire 
Who am I? Arn I a god? 
Am I immortal? Can I judge 
others? No, I.don't think that I 
: have the power.to judge 
another's mind. I dori't think 
I would ever want that respon-
sibility. I am human. Th~t is 
all; that is enough. I think that 
too many people take on the 
responsibility of the judge. To · 
judge a crime is one thing, to 
judge a mind is an entirely 
different realm. The realm of 
God? I don't know, perhaps 
someday, som~tirne, I will 
have the privilege of acquiring .. 
that knowledge, but for now, I 
exist in a superficial state of 
mind. 
The Roman Catholic 
. Church has taken a stronger 
· stand on abortion. On Tues-
day, November 7, the Roman 
Catholic Church declared that 
"no Cat}lolic can responsibly 
take a 'pro-choice' stand.'' . 
Can people with doubts 
~ernain Catholic? If not, then I 
don't know what I am. I 
disagree with aportion, but I 
. am no judge. I believe that in. 
. advising, the bishops of the 
Catholic Church would be 
more affective. Threats such 
as this are not appealing to my 
dubious mind. I don't know 
what I would say to my best 
friend if she was raped, 
scared, and pregnant. I don't 
know what I would say to my 
roommate if she said she was 
pregnant through incest. Am I 
bad, unCatholic? I hope not. 
. After twelve years of 
Catholic school, and now 
Catholic college, I would like 
to think that I am at least a 
Catholic in semi-good stand-
ing. I wonder what a bishop 
would say to me now? What 
would you say to me? 
Abortion has got to be 
one of the greatest issues that 
we are faced with. I am 
human, I am alive, I have a 
right to live. But, I do not have 
the right to judge. Some of us 
in this world believe that they 
have that right, and perhaps, 
they do. I don't think so. I am 
not God. Are you? 
Archbishop urges support 
·tor Salvadoran ·dialogue 
We call on the U.S. crime will not also go unpun-
Government to use all the ished. 
resources at its disposal to . . •·~We further urge the 
press the Salvadoran Goverri- .:. U.S:.Government to support 
ment to meet its obligations to~ ::. stio~gly/actively and effec-
investigate fully and bring to '; •tively the constant call of the 
justice the perpetrators of Salvadoran Bishops to all the 
these brutal murders. The parties to turn from violence, 
poor record of the Salvadoran conflict and war to the essen-
authorities in successfully ... tial process of dialogue, 
investigating and prosecuUng. negotiation and peace. The 
other tragic killiilgs, such as· . extremists not. only kill inno-
the assassination of Arch- cent civilians; but they are 
bishop Romero and the apparen.tly seeking to d,estroy 
killings of the four American the peace process as well. 
Church missionary women, · We stand with our 
suggests that the U.S. must act brother bishops in El Salvador 
decisively to ensure that the in their call for peace instead 
Salvadoran Governments meet of conflict, dialogue in place of 
its responsibilities and this violence and their consistent 
defense of human life, human 
dignity and human rights. 
We urge our government to 
use its considerable influence 
with the Salvadora:n Govern-
ment to press for effective 
respect for human 'rights, and 
en<;i to death squad activity, 
protection for civilians and 
church institutions. caught up 
in renewed conflict and the 
determined pursuit of a just 
peace through dialogue and 
negotiations among all the 
parties. 
- Archbishop Daniel E. 
Pilarczyk, President of the 
National Conference of 
Catholic Bishops 
A Student Government comment and opinion column 
· abuse. 
By Jeff Berninger 
Senator 
than responsibility pro-
The great~st effort moter. I congratulate the 
. must be made on the part of excellent undertakings of 
the students. AlthOU.gh niost .this department, butl 
.. . . Just a few years _ago - Of us cannbtl~g·any ·~li?lk! ·w~· ·question-us 'neea to i)c?Iice 
Xavier was a place of exdte- .. stilldiinkand aie'held ac~ .·' . ' affafrs'o~tside'the XaoYier .. 
~inent on the weekends. A countable.for our action's. campus;- Stricter rules from 
night might consist of a wing Irresponsible behavior on alx>ve won't solve this · · 
party, a party m the Cafe or behalf. of.young drink~rs isthe broad issue; it may even 
Marion, and usually end 're~~o~ w_hy,th~.dnnking age . make it worse. The Univer-
with a good time at Dana~s. .was raised in'the'first place.· · sity should understand that 
Most college shidents were Ho~ caii'\ye 'e,xJ>e<:t. t~~}a,~s to upderage and: of;-age · · 
. of age, so drinking, .legally change \\'hen. we c:on~inue to drinking will take place as. 
speaking, wasn't a problem. drive, vandalize, and cause' long as ~lcohol is a ''.legal 
The laws have changed now problems while und(?r the".. s.ubstance". They should 
and so has XaVier. Certainly influenc:e? Can we expect also understand that their 
Xavier must uphold the laws · Xavier to· support drinking :ul~s. often ·penalize tl'~e re-
of the state, but this doesn't while the residence 'halls:.··· sponsible_drinkers as well as 
help a student body.who are continue· to be vandaiized? .. · the abusers. The pressure .. 
legal adults in terms of S~ould rie_ighbor~.()f off~ ... :. onqff:-eainp~s parti~s ·a.nd 
prosecution, voting, and campus houses simply ignore drinkfng establishments .. 
> ._registration for the draft. In " th.e parties when their lawns . affects the 'whole social life 
·: .,the midst of this injustice.we · :, '.are b~ii'ig- tr~iripled ah,d t~ea ~~ct; 9( this ~an:i pus;,! (i)elie,v,e,,. 
. <;ire continually faced with like tr.ash bins, O! the noise that the University's rules 
the illegality of drinking at keeps them a w~ke at night? I should apply more' toward· 
Xavier. As a' response to this think 'if we all'tooka.serious the abusers of alcohol than 
situation, much of the drink- look at our actions; we would toward all stude~t drinke~s. 
ing has moved off campus. have to agree that as a student Heel that a stronger promo-· 
However, large off:-eamptis population, we are not drlnk- tion of resp0risible drinking, 
parties may soon become a ing responsibly. Although not rather than an insistence on 
thing of'the past. How can all students are guilfy of an alcohol-free social life 
an enjoyable social life con- irresponsible drinking habits, should be their main 
tiriue here at Xavier? "Stop we must all suffei'the conse- emphasis. 
drinking" would be a simple quences (a highly regulated. . The pressure on off-
answer, but would never social life). This is whf we campus drinking, I feel, is 
work in a society that so must confront the issue of and will continue to drive 
widely accepts the use of alcohol abuse. · · students away from the 
alcohol. In looking at the StitdentDevelopment, Xavier vicinity (walking 
real issue, alcohol use is not · on the other hand; needs to distance). Before trying to 
the problem. The problem is work with us on this endeavor. shut down drinking around 
the abuse of alcohol; We Shident Development is one of Xavier, we must look at the 
must work through a joint the best departments at Xavier. real issue: underage drink-
effort on behalf of the · ··It has, however, in order to · · ing simply won't stop. We 
students and Student enforce our civil laws, found must deal with it and work 
Development to defeat this itself as more of a rule giver toward defeating its abuse. 
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Speakers program 
needs support 
While I agree with 
Ken Hartlage and others that 
Xavier needs a speaker's 
series, I must disagree with 
him ori ·a few"p~i~ts. 
··1. Hartlage says 
·"Neither our Office of Student 
Development nor Department 
of Academic Affairs has 
visibly devoted itself toward 
·enhancing the student educa-
. tional experience by bringing 
in outside Intelligentsia." In 
fact, for the last two years, Dr. 
Joan Connell, Academic Vice 
President, has made funds 
available to bring speakers to 
the classroom. On November 
9, I was able to bring to my 
classroom three Argentine 
musicians who had given a 
concert in the Xavier Theater 
(November 7) to speak on the 
"new Latin American song" 
and conditions in Argentina. 
Last spring I was able to invite 
Grinor Rojo of California State 
University-Long Beach to my 
Latin American Civilization 
class in Spanish on Chile 1970-
1989 while the Spanish Club 
and SAC co-sponsored an 
. evening address in English. 
Everi'before Dr. · · 
Connell began:her program, 
the Spanish faculty was able to 
obtain some funds from the 
Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences to supplement . 
some funds.we alre~dy had:to 
bring Jon Felstiner of STanford 
University (in town to speak at 
the Univer~ity 6(Ci_ncinnati) to 
speak on 'translating Neruda 
and Celan to a Spanish class. 
Certainly, there is a 
limit to these funds and a 
miximum for each use, but 
they are there. 
2. My second point is 
that the administration would 
be more apt to see the need for 
speakers' series if moree 
students (and faculty) came to 
hear the speakers we do have. 
Granted, no one can go to hear 
all of them, but I have seen 
some very small audiences 
and audiences composed in 
their majority of faculty and 
people from off campus. 
I would certainly like 
to see more funds specifically 
for speakers, but 1 would also 
like to see more support for 
the programs we already have. 
-Irene H~dgson 
Assistant Professor of . 
· Spanish~ _ . 
·: .. :·'" . ' 
Latin . professor 
defended 
The last time I wrote a 
letter to the editor was in 1960, 
yet I feel I must leap to the 
defense of my respected 
colleague and chairman, 
Professor Robert Murray. A 
letter to the editorby a Robert 
A. Gervasi in the Cincinnati 
Enquirer (12november1989) 
inferred that Archbishop 
Pilarczyk had better Latin than 
their "mutual friend, on the 
Xavier University faculty." 
One notes with interest Mr. 
Gervasi's admission that his 
Latin is, in fact, not very good, 
but Dr. Murray has taught 
with ditinction and honor for 
over twenty years at Xavier. 
His courses in translation of 
La ti andGreek have attracted, 
and continue to attract, a large 
and devoted following largely 
because of his insight and 
expertise. One might suggest 
that if Dr. Murray did not 
converse in Latin at a dinner 
party, it was because he chose 
to keep so distinguished a 
guest at ease. It is fatuous for 
a progessor at Miami Univer-
sity to presume otherwise of a 
scholar deemed worthy of 
many distinctions, including. 
the highest office Xavier now 
allows to a non~Jesuit, that of 
Academic Vice-President. 
- George W.M. Harrison, 
Ph.D. AssistantProfes-
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-flirfijiE iiOW Macintosh™ Holiday Special 
Xavier Logo · 
Centered 
Here 
Configured for Content Areas 





1 MB Memory 
3.5" Floppy 
40 MB Hard Disk 
High Resolution Monochrome 
Monitor built~in 
Operating System & HyperCard 






1 MB Memory 
3.5" 1.44 MB Floppy 
20 MB Hard Disk 
High Resolution. Monochrome 
Monitor built-in· 
Operating System & HyperCard 
ImageWriter II Printer 
$2295 
F, .. HEWLETT 
. ~al PACKARD 






68030 Processor, 68882 Coprocessor 
1 MB Memory. 
· 3.5" 1.44" MB Floppy 
. 40 MB Hard Disk 
. High Resolution Monochrome 
Monitor built-in 
Operating System & HyperCard 
· · 1m,ageWriterUPrinter 
$3465 
' >Mi~rosoft ExceL ....... ;: .... ~.$189 
· .·Mierosoft Works .... ;; ..... ; ... $129 
Microsoft Word ................ $135. 
SUM Utilities .............. '.~ ..... $79 
Adobe Type Manager ......... $99 
*When purchased w./Computer. 
For moi·~ information contact: 





Specials good from: November 1--December 3 lst 
Apple, the Apple Logo, Macintosh, ImageWriter, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc . 
.... -~111111!1 . ..~ .. ·~··~···~· ... ~ ..... ~ .. . ~ .. ~~~ ........ ~ ............................................ -------..a··.,,. 
SWIMMING 
The Xavier men's and 
women's swimming and 
diving teams have hit the pool 
full force. The men have 
compiled a 6-4 record while 
the Lady Musketeers are 2-4-1. 
Last week, both the men and 
the women dunked Centre 
College for two wins. 
The next meet for the 
team is on December 2 at the 
University of Indianapolis 
Invitational.' · 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
Toledo - 71, Xavier - 36 
Miami(OH) - 61, Xavier - 48 
Xayier - 49, Centre - 30 
200 Medley Relay:Xavier 
: (Jason Tinker, Ed Rios, Philip· 
··· Sum me, John Fischer) 1 :43.89 
1,000 Freestyle: Reichard (C) 
·: 11:48.12 



























1,000 Freestyle: Sigler (C) 
11:48.88 
200 Freestyle: Molly Numert · 
(X) 2:13.50 
200 Breaststroke: Julie Carey 
(X) 2:45.88 
200 Freestyle Relay: Xavier 
(Julia Jenkins, Karen Wieser, 
Walsh, Perreault) 1:50.29 · 
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able to "manhandle" the 
Canadians, 108-68. 
Xavier FGFT R A TP 
~inor 1 1 0 7 3 
Brantley 1 1 2 1 4 
Hill 18 4 16 1 40 
Walker 9 2 5 7 22 
Gladden 4 2 3 2 10 
Poynter . 0 0 1 1 0 
Knop 1 0 0 0 2 
Raeford 1 4 4 1 6 
Butler 0 0 1 1 0 
Parker 4 2 5 1 12 
Williams 1 1 4 3 
Koester 0 0 6 1 0 
Wilson .f .f 2 Q Q 
Totals 42 19 55 23108 
Team Rebounds - 3 
Windsor FGFT R A TP 
Kiss 4 1 7 4 10 
Kennedy 5 0 5 3 10 
Brucewitz 4 2 9 2 11 
Warrington 13 1 1 2 27 
Hool 2 0 1 1 4 
Adam 0 0 0 1 0 
Dolsant 0 0 2 0 0 
Kopecki 2 0 4 0 4 
Hanson 0 0 0 0 0 
He bold l Q 2 l f 
Totals 31 4 38 14 68 
Team Rebounds - 4 _so Freestyle: John Colegrove . so Freestyle: Cara PerreaulqX) 
. . (X) 2_2.75 . . . . . . ·. 26~39 .. ·. . . . . .. · . · · · · .. 
-200 Individual Medley: Fi~~er·>)oo'Indivichial Medley:}oailne ~ ,, .INTRAMURAL$~ -~ ·' '·.· 
"I was pleased 
overall," said head coach Pete 
Gillen. "but we made a 
million mistakes." Maybe not 
a million, but 16 turnovers is 
. ""nota nµ·mber tobe pleased 
about: · 
Windsor 33 35 - 68 
(X) 2:12.60 · · Wissman (X) 2:25.54 · 
Diving: Tony Howard (X) 100 Butterfly: Hollenbacher (X) 
89.00 . 1 :03.93 .. 
100 Butterfly: Tinker (X) 58.49_· 100 Freestyle:Maggie Walsh 
100 Freestyle: Farlow(C) 51.06 ·. (X) 59.85 · 
200 Backstroke: Allen (C) · 200'Backstroke: Noel Brossart 
2:13.24 . (X) 2:32.68 
5~ Freestyle: Paul Naber.(X) · 500 Freestyle: Sigler (C) 5:50.83 
5:34.86 
Xavier 48 60 - 108. 
Basketball Final Results: Attendance - 3536 
Taxin' like the Government 
defeated Rocket Scientists, 
68-64. 
Starting center was 
Tyrone Hill. The Muskie 
senior led the charge with 40 
points and 16 rebounds. 
Junior Jamal Walker kept the 
crowd on the edge of their 
seats with 22 points (including 
two slam dunks) and seven 
assists. 
3-point goals: Windsor 2-8 
(Kiss 1-1, Kennedy 0-1, 
Brucewitz 1-2, Warrington 0-2, 
Kopecki 0-2.) Xavier 5-12 
MEN'S BASKETBALL (Minor0-1, Brantley 1-2, 
Walker 2-4, Poynter 0-1, 
Raeford 0-1, Parker 2-3.) Up to this point, 
! . ::::~~~~~ff \W&tllil! 
... 
&\W~;f .. \Wll~lli ;f®UD.J:P 
-·~Jp)JF);f ®lI ~llie!) ~®® 
·JOODrL~il!@~@@rr &illillun.11Il 
To rese.rve your copy of the 
Yearbook, call 7 45-3832 and 
leave name, number and 
that you're interested. It 
costs only $29.~5 and makes 
a great Christmas present! 
Don't be a Scrooge. 
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Sleep Theatre keeps you dancing· all night ·.·.•:.: . Wlru© 
. fr@@~ .frrru@:q 
By Molly A. Donnellon 
The Xavier Newswire 
You've no doubt seen 
flyers around campus for 
Sleep Theatre, but how many 
know what Sleep Theatre is? 
In their own words, Sleep 
Theatre "is a distinctly 
original band of diversity and 
intensity that incorporates 
hard-driving funk, Eastern 
tonalities, atmospheric, 
psychedelic textures and solid 
songs that forever elevate the 
listener." 
"Forever elevate the 
listener?" Is that a bit self-
assurred,' you might ask? 
Definitely not, they're that 
good. 
In 1985, four teen-
agers sought out to form a 
band; the result, Kalahari. At 
that time, the members were 
Robert Hamrick, Chris 
Shennan,ItaalShurand 
Randy Eckert. Kalahari, a 
pop band, lasted only a year. 
Two months later 
they gave it a go with a new 
band called In a Siren Trance. 
Drummer Eckert was re-
placed by Brian Crumb. This 
. time, the crowds were bigger 
· and the band more mature. 
For the six months.t.~at this 
band was together, they · 
explored many different types 
~.f artistry. They experi-
, mented in unstructured·. 
i~provisation which means 
they were more or less 
~ making up the music as they 
~ent along. This technique 
: "Yas the downfall of the band; 
Sleep Theatre's members include Chris Sherman, john Miracle, Robert 
Hamrick and Itaal Shur. 
~ .:. 
where Shur and Crumb wanted Miracle. There you have Sleep· 
to continue with this concept, Theatre! 
Hamrick and Sherman wanted . For the past yeuf and 
structure. - a - half, the band has been :'· 
Late in 1987, the pro- concentrating on obtaining air 
structure·duo wi~h the assis- . .play for their .. album "Escape is 
tance of John Yates formed :, ' Calling:(:·:10ca~ly, Xavier's . ;, 
Sleep Theatre a~d ~ent almo~t WVXU ~FM is the only stati()n 
immediately: into the studio to, __ . which.has the album in heavy 
record an alht1m'. :By the ::i. _. .. , • · ·· rotation;.bii't Oxford's woxv.::-
middle of the year, Yates hap FM will be playing it in the · 
left; the albumwas·complete~ near future. However, in other 
Shur had rejoiTI~d ~rtcftfie: 1 ' · parts of the country, this .. 
drum machine had been Cincinnati band is a success.>, 
replaced by live drummer John Stations in Cleveland; Ohio,-·~ 
RESERVE THE ULTIMATE 
VACATION FOR JUST $1001 
PLAN NOW FOR YOUR MARCH 3 SPRING BREAK! 
Sun .?~~::·Sa···. n. d '.~ . . ·.· .... s.·.u .. rr .. -.··r.:.·i .. '.· ·-s. 'iesta · C A , ..... ·. C lf'N . · · . 
From ' ·oClubl\merica - # 1 In the WOrld to Mexico ' '' 
$ 
II Vacations Your vacation Includes:: ·.4· s· 9· .· ..R6u.ndtrip c.h· art. er air from Cincinnati 
.· . • 7 nights hotel accommodations 
· · •Hotel taxes and gratuities 
NO HIDDEN COSTS! •Roundtrip transfers (airport I hotel) 
•Luggage handling at hotel 
. * BOOK BY DECEMBER 1 TO. GUARANTEE YOUR RESERVATION 
Call right,awa··~·· i .........  ·. A. sf<······.·.fi·o·r D. en ...·is.e o .. '. Kristin.' PIER n ·P RT TRAVEL,'321-3221 · 
THE OFFICIAL TRAVEL AGENCY FOR.XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
Champagne, Ill .. an,d ~tato.~L 
Island, NY are all playing the 
album. In San Jos.e, Calif., 
· their song "Lovely · · 
Speaker''went to number orie ,·. · 
~11U[ft)®0© ' 
on KSJS-FM. . 
Over the last year, 
Sleep Theatre has performed 
@Cillfr @ff 
W©~U'_ ... in Cincinnati close to every 
week - these days are over. . . 
This Saturday, Sleep Theatre is· 
playing at Sudsy_Malone's in .. · 
Clifton to promote t.heir new 
cassette which contains the 
songs from the album and 
JJu[ft)®0®~~~ 
The 
three additional songs. This 
will be the last Cincinnati 
show for some time since the: 
band will be moving on to the 
east coast where record labels 
might he.ar and sign them. 
Newswire 
wants to 
. Urilike some bands, Sleep 
Theatre won't jump at the 
chance to be signed .. "We 
want the labels to fight over 
us," Hamrick jokes but adds 
that, in reality, they "want. 
certain artistic control." 
know! 
We're looking 
for the best 
stories about 
Itappearsasifsieep how.you-found 
Theatri wil.l be mov.Jrig··. o ... n: to ·.• -· · .. 
biggeraridbett.ertiilrlgs'. Their ··o(lf-'there' W'tlS f 
unavoidable success is ' 
summed up in the following ; no Santa ·· ~~~~~l~~~~::r::::x:.f',;L -·.. Claus. , Bring~ ·:: · 
"[Sleep Theatre] features four your SfO. ry fO .: 
greatmusicianswho do what · _, ·: ··. · . 
greatbandscom"1orilf~o::,get .. the Newswire 
~~~rue1;,~~~~~r;!t~~~1:~~~?:.''~\ Office _and 
trip where you hope the night .. · · -;. 
never ends ... This i~a barid< :.·; we'll publish ' 
~hos~ imaginafio~ a_nd'i,~~&n~ · " the best in. the ; 
s1ty will leave your head . . . . .. · . < 
spinning, y~urf~~~:·!P°-~i~.~·:' 12/6/89 issue. ,: 
and yourmmd wandenng." ·. · · ·. 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE .. 
1·800-423~USAF · 
... 
.. ; ···-'.""'""'····-·.•.·,·.·-·····.-................................. ___ ... __________ _._. 
1· I 
-
Mon; Dec. 4 Student 
Activities Co.uncil 
presents a night of 
Christmas specials, 9-
11· p.m.,· Downunder. 
Thu, Nov. 30 Xavier 
Players present the 
opening night of 
"Season's Greetings," 
8 p.m. Univ. Theatre. 




featuring all kinds of 
holiday gift items is 
open 12·6 p.m., Wed.· 
Sat., Dec.2·23, 344 W. 
4th Street. 
Tue, Dec. 5 
Cincinnati Gas and 
Electric train display, 
claimed to be the 
world's largest, 8 a.m. 
- 5 p.m;, weekdays 
until Christmas. 
Pizza 
••ORIGINAL SINCE 1949'' 
"We Deliver" 
Call 531-4888 
Fri, Dec. 1 Winterfest 
opens at Kings Island. 
Di:lily operations 
Dec.1·31. $6.95. 398· 
5600. 
Sun, Dec. 3 
Cincinnati Gardens 
presents 'the B·52's, 8 
p.m. 
Wed, Dec. 6 Let there 
be light! The Festival 
of Lights will be 
showing at the 
Cincinnati Zoo, 5·9 
p.m. weekdays; 5-10 
p.m. Fri. and Sat thru 
Jan. 1. 









t5 Heraldry: abbr. 
17 High regard 
19 Stllch 
21 Once around 
I rack 
23 Ocean 
24 Narrow, llal 
board 
26 Play on words 





. 38 Experts 
41 Symboltor 
tellurium 
42 River Island 
COll!GE PRUS SERVICE 
44 Baker's 
product 
45 Measure of 
weight 
47 Waflced on 
49 Attempt 
Ill Direction 
114 At present 
58 Ballold . 
58 Tiny 
5t lr•d makers 
82 Pflaa1'1 
vealment 
84 Sun god 
65 Actor Wallach 
66 Ohllng birds 
68 Sea In Asia 
70 Lair · 
.71 Saucy 






3 Hard-wood tree 





5 Symbol tor 
l~ntalum 




10 Sweel potato 
t 1 Kitten 
16 Spa11ish article 
IS Goll mound 
20Smalllump 
22 Certain goll 
clubs 
25 Scottish cap 
..-t--+--4 27 Born 
29 Grain 





37 Goddess of 
healing 
t=--+--+--1 39 Pose for portrait 
40 Female hog 
43 Gull oll Viet 
Nam 
46 Recent 




53 River duck 
55 Envelop 
57 Spanish article 
59 Plot ol land 
60 Saloon suds 
61 Pellllon 
63 Prohibit 
67 Symbol for 
krypton 
69 Concerning 
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A full service convenience store serving the 
Xavier community 
745-4982 
Mon - Fri Sat Be Sun 
8 a.m -10 p.m. 1 O a.m~- 1 Op.m. 
Your register receipt enters you! 
. YULE 





A special screening of "Christmas 
Vacation" starring Chevy Chase 
takes place Weds., Nov. 29 at 
7:30 p.m., Showcase Cinemas 
Springdale. Be one of .the first 25 
students to stop by the Newswire 
office Weds. at 4:30 and get your 
two free passes. 
Special Guest: TOAD THE WET SPROCKET 
This Sunday, December 3 • 8:00 P.M. 
it:\· CINCINNATI GARDENS f:V.. 
.· ~ Reserved Tickets: $16.50 ~ 
~' 100000 
MANIACS 
Special Guest: The Black Velvet Band 
* * . FRIDAY 
DECEMBER 15 - B P.M. 




* $17 Advance, ~ $18 Day of Show Q;I 
Tickets Available at Respective Hall Box Offices 
and all Ticketron Locations. 
Charge at 621·1HO0# 1.a00-225 7337 
· All announcements for the 
weekly ~alendar must be 
sent to The Xavier Newswire 
office in the University 
Center by Friday at 12 p.m. 
(noon). Please direct mail to . 
Maria Lovell, Office 
Manager. Be sure to include 
name and phone number. 
November 
9 
Peace & Justice 
sponsors "The La~t 2 Epidemic," a film on 
Nuclear War, at 11:30 a.rn. and 
12:30 p.m. in Alter 322. Every-· 
one is invited. 
The International 
3 0. Students Sodety invite all students to a dance 
in the Main Dining Hall 
featuring the reggae band 
"Identity" at 10 p.m. $2 with 
XUID, $3 without. 
The Xavier Players 
3 0 opens .their second production of the 
year, "Season's Greetings," at 8 
p.m. in the Theater. The show 
runs through Dec. 3. Tickets 
are on sale in the Box Office, 
cal€ndaa 
Student Ministry at 
3 Xavier (SMAX) celebrates the hoilday-
season with a Christmas · 




Juniors and Seniors with 
a 35 GPA or above are invited 
to apply to Alpha Sigma Nu, 
the Nationa}Jesuit Honor 
Society. This is your only 
chance to apply for member-
ship during the 1989-90 aca-
demic year. Application 
forms are available at the 
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Information Desk. The 
application deadline is Dec. 1. 
The Xavier University 
Marketing Club is producing a 
calendar publication entitled, 
"The Men and Women of 
Xavier University" for the 
upcoming year. Applications 
are being accepted for models 
to appear in the calendar. 
Interested persons should send 
a photograph and a short 
biography including their 
activities at Xavier to the Mar-
keting Department, 3rd floor 
CBA. 
DO YOU WANT TO STAY .QN.THE BEACH 
OR 7 MILES FROM THE BEACH? 
ACTIVITIES COUNCIL 
-:-g!._~~UZ~?.:~.~g~·, .... , -.. ~--. ·'c"·': 2>·-:-~~,:-" .....• - -·.- --· 
December 
The Communication . 
2 Arts Department is - sponsoring a '!Speaker 
X-traordinare" contest, at 9:30 
a.m. in Kelley Auditorium. 




.Your Spring Break Includes: 
• 7 Night accommodations at one of Cancun's finest 
beachfront resort properties • Crown Plaza 
• Roundtrip air transportation from Cincinnati 
• Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers 
• Welcome reception 
· • FREE Discount Fun Book 
• The services of on-location tour directors to see to all 
of your Spring Break travel and Vacation Needs 
• 15% resort truces 
• U.S. departure true included 
Optional Sprine ·Break Activities 
• Claiclie11-ltza/Tulum Mayan ruin siglatseei11g 
& s11orke/i11g 
• Diving in Cozumel 
SPACE IS VERY LIMITED! 
Sign-Up with $150.00 deposit 
DUE BY DEC. 1st. 
March 3 - 10, 1990 
Your CANCUN .Spring Break 
Package Price: 
WITH AIR FROM CINC/NNA Tl 
To sigri-up & for more· 
information, Contact: 
.SAC exr3534 
or Stop By the SAC office 
in the University Center 
great dest1rot;ons ·~JC 
Classifieds 
. . 
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To place a classified , call The Newswire at 7~5-.3.561 
A FREE GIFT 
JUST FOR CALLING PLUS 
RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY 
lODAYS! 
STUDENT GROUPS, FRATER-
N !TIES AND SORORITIES 
NEEDED FOR MARKETING 
PROJECT ON CAMPUS. FOR 
DETAILS PLUS A FREE GIFT, 
GROUP OFFICERS CALL 1-800-
950-8472, EXT.O 
Attention: 
Earn money reading Books! 
$32,000/year income potential. 
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 
Need Chid Care- In my Mt. 
Lookout home. Tuesday & 
Thursday mornings during 
school year. Trans. required. 
Non-smokers. $5.00 I hr. 
871-1805 evenings 
A TIENTION - HIRING! 
Government Jobs -your area. 
$17,840 - $69 ,485. 
Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. R18791 
CHILDCARE 
Part-time and full-time positions 
available in homes of prof es-. 
sional families. Transportation 
required. Mariemont: M, Tu, W 
2:30 - 6:30 p.m. Montgomery: M, 
Tu, Th 12 - 6 p.m. 
For information call: 
Child Care Professionals, Inc. 
561-4810. 
Jobs in Alaska 
Hiring Men- Women• Sum-
mer I Year Round. CAN-
NERIES, FISHING, LOG-
GING, CONSTRUCTION 
up to $600 weekly, plus 
FREE room and board. 
CALL NOW! 
Call refundable. 
1-206-736-0775 ext. 1583H 
I . a . . 
.lill:6Jll ··~~1111-1 
ATTENTION- GOVERN-
MENT HOMES from $1 (U-
repair). Delinquent tax 
property. Repossessions. Call 
1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH 
ATTENTION- GOVERN-· 
MENT VEHICLES from $100 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, 
Chevys. Surplus Buyers 
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 •. .• 
.Ext. A18791. 
Word Processing. Free pick-up· 
. Call Caren, 321 ~1693 
$ EASY MONEY!!! 
I will pay $25 for your phone. 
book. Call Lee Ramsey · 
Collect at: (615) 577-7237 -~ 
A college education does not 
guarantee success! Give 
, you.rself a,no-nonesense . :· 
. .. advantage. Inv~st in a uriiqu'e 
and proven Personal Success . 
· Planner: Reach your goals. • ·· · 
Send $25 to: The Self-Im~ 
provement Institute, 4958 
Ralph Avenue, Cincinnati, 
OH 45238. Satisfaction · 
. ... guar~nteed. 
·,. ·. · ··Don't· Forget· To Stop 
By The Newswire Office · 
Today' For Your Passes To 







~all Randy at 
. 281-8725 or474~0449 
'.~. 
We're Tfiiliking-~--~-
B •.. · .... ·.·•·· .. · ..• . 1g, ..... . 
Good Luck 1989-90 Xavier 
Women's· Basketball ·· Teams. 
- from the staff of The Xa-'lier Newswire 
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E 
Men's preview - page 14 
Men's coaches and roster - page 15 
Men's and Women's schedule - page 16 & 17 
Men's MCC Outlook - page 18 
Women's preview, coaches and roster - page 19 
.women's MCC Outlook - page 20 
' ,·· . . 
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Musketeer's open ·curtain on a new season 
By Dave Morano 
The Xavier Newswire 
The 1989-90 Xavier 
men's basketball season 
promises to be an exciting 
one. Four starters return 
from a 21-12 overall record 
and the Musketeers' fourth 
consecutive Midwestern 
Collegiate Conference (MCC) 
Championship. Add four 
more returning lettermen and 
three promising freshmen · 
and it looks like another 
banner year for the men of 
blue and white. 
It will not be easy 
though. The Muskies must 
replace guard Stan Kim-
brough (18.1 points per 
game), whose leadership on 
the court will be missed. The 
team and coaches voted that 
seniors Tyrone Hill, Derek 
Strong and junior Michael 
Davenport be tri-captains this 
year. They will be looked to 
by the other players for lead-
ership and overall team. , 
unity. Coach Pete Gillen 
said, "You win as a team and 
you lose as a team." He also 
stressed continuity, stal?ility, 
and avoiding injury as the 
keys to success. 
· Xavier has 'a number 
of strengths that must be 
matched by their opponents. 
The first strength coach 
Gillen mentioned was depth. 
Xavier is notably strong 
inside with All-American 
candidate, senior forward 
Tyrone Hill (18.9 ppg. and 
12.2 rpg.), who stands nearly 
6' 10", along with 6' 10" senior 
Derek Strong (15.3 ppg., 8.0 
rpg.). Last season, Hill was 
second in the nation for 
rebounding only to Loyola 
Marymount's Hank Cather's 
13.7 sweeps a game. But 
when those two met last 
January, Hill out shon·e 
Gathers, 22-16 in rebounds 
for a 118-113 Musketeer 
victory. 
Hill has improved 
each year and has a good 
chance of becoming a mem-
ber of the 2,000 Point Club 
and 1,000 Rebound Club this 
season. He begins this season 
with 1,357 career points and 
978 career rebounds. Strong 
enters his last season ju.st 178 
points shy of becoming the 
25th member of the 1000 
Point Club. Strong came on 
like gangbusters midway 
through last season, averag-
ing 17.5 points and 74 percent 
from the field in the last 13 
games. He was unstoppahle 
in the MCC Tournament last 
season and scored 18 points 
against Michigan in the first 
round game of the NCAA 
Tournament. Xavier can look 
for big things to 'come from 
Strong and Hill this year. 
That is just the 
beginning of the inside 
strength. 6' 8" senior Bob 
Koester has lost some weight 
and has displayed good 
defense and stability in 
practices so far. Another 
wide-body looking to con-
tribute is 6' 8" 245 lb. fresh-
man Dwayne Wilson. Wilson 
played well against Windsor 
Sports Information photo 
Senior tri-captain, Derek Strong, will be the Muskies main man underneath 
and above the hoop. 
of Canada in an exhibition 
game last week, and he also 
slimmed down and is im-
proving his leg strength and 
wind. Wilson might be found 
grabbing some crucial 
rebounds in close games. 
Another person battling the 
. boards is 6' 6" junior David 
Minor, who averaged five 
points per game last year. 
Excellent passing skills 
combined with his perfected 
shot from 8-10 feet out has 
helped Minor develop into a 
fine player who knows how 
to win. As a junior at Purcell-
Marian High School, he 
helped his team win the AAA 
Ohio state championship and 
before transferring to Xavier, 
Minor helped the Indiana 
Hoosiers win the national 
title in 1987. 
Gillen is also expect-
ing big things from 6' 9", 195 
lb. freshman Aaron Williams. 
According to Gillen, "he's 
right up there as one of our 
best shot blockers. He has 
good hands and is still . 
learning the fine points of the 
game." · 
One may be inclined 
to think that with the height 
and strength inside, the 
Muskies would pound it 
inside all night. "Not neces-
sarily," said Gillen, "we will 
still run an up tempo game. 
With an improving confer-
ence, teams can shut down a 
one-dimensional squad. · 
Balance is the key."· 
That balance begins 
with the guards. Junior•Jamal 
Walker (9.9 ppg.) will start at 
point guard. Walker led the· 
MCC and finished 11th in the 
nation in assists with 7.2 per 
game. He's worked very hard 
on his outside shooting game 
during the off season. Chal-
lenging Walker for the point 
guard position will be 6' 2" 
sophomore Sydney Raeford, 
who, according to Gillen, has 
improved his game. 
Other team prospects 
pressing for playing time 
include local product Jerry 
Butler from Colerain High 
School, a very intense 
worker, and 6' O" freshman 
Jamie Gladden, a lightening 
quick ball handler. All are 
very fast players who put 
intense pressure on opposing 
defenses. 
Stan "The Man" 
Kimbrough was the team's 
outside shooting threat last 
year. Juniors 6' 4" Michael 
Davenport (7.2 ppg.) and 6' 
6" Colin Parker (7.1 ppg.) will 
be delivering long range 
bombs this season. If Daven-
Sports Information photo 
Junior tri-captain, Michael Davenport; ended last season on a shooting 
frenzy including 46 points in the semi-final and final games of the MCC 
tournament. 
port shoots anything like he 
~ did in the MCC tournament 
last year (46 points in the 
semi-final ~md final games), 
big things will happen for . 
the Muskies. Parker has the 
potential to put up big 
numbers as welL"He has a. 
fine outside shot and Will be 
asked to drive the basket 
more," said Gillen. Wh~n · 
Minor isn't pounding the 
boards, he may take a few 
shots from the perimeter; as . 
will Sidney Raeford .. Another 
player to watch at the off-
guard position is 6' 6" fresh-
man Maurice Brantl.ey from 
Belleville, Michigan. He· 
earned all-state honors 
averaging 24 pointsper game 
and 13 rebounds. According 
to Gillen, he is very aggres-
sive, strong and fast. But like 
the other two freshmen, he 
may be up and down until he 
becomes adjusted to the up· 
tempo atmosphere. 
Two other players 
hoping to contribu.telater 
. this se<ison arc 6' 8" Jim 
Renforth! who re-injured his 
achilles tendon and will be 
out for an extended period of 
time, along with freshman 
red-shirt, Jerome Holmes. 
Being picked first by 
the other MCC coaches 
pleases Gillen and his assis-
. tants, yet Gillen said, "It puts 
more pressure on u.s being on 
top; people expect you to 
win; All we can do is fall." 
The potential is there 
for the Muskies to have a 
successful year and possibly 
earn national rankings. The 
main question is consistency. 
Gillen claims, "I have a lot of 
four o'clock shooters. I just 
hope when the lights go 
shining on Broadway, they 
wilfbe the same." 
Some pre-season 
injuries have slowed down 
Strong and Davenport, yet 
both are expected.to be 
healthy for the opening game 
against Southern Utah State 
on Dec.2. 
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Players. coaches.· fans 
Muske,teers pose a triple threat 
-By Steve Franchi 







Any discussion on the 1989-90 ·ordinator, 
Musketeers would be incomplete with- and his re-
out mentioning the man who, each. sponsibilies 
spring, seems to be in line for every. range from 
college coaching position available. Even°' overseeing 
Gillen's colorful manipulation of the the video recruiting tape to 
,English language cannot upstage_ his visiting the homes. of players 
string of accomplishments since opening he is attempting to recruit for 
shop here in 1984. Gillen has already es- Xavier. At age 39, Prosser has 
tablished himself as the winningest basketball·coach in been an assistant for the 
Xavier history with an unparalled 91-34 (.728) record. Muskies since Pete Gillen's 
Under Gillen's dfrection, the team has achieved a num- first season as Head Coach. 
berl8 ranking in the final regular season Associated Press Before coming to Xavier 
basketball poll in March of 1988, to the 85-83 upset of Prosser was head coach for six 
Louisville to open the 1988-89 season in the Big Appl~ NIT. years at Central Catholic High 
Also, the upset of then 14th ranked Missouri in the first School in Wheeling, WV., he 
round of the NCAA Tournament in 1987and, of course, compiled a104-48 record. 
the four consecutive MCC Championship~· wol) by the . Among his achievements as 
Muskies are not to be forgotten. head coach at Central is the 
Gillen, 42, is a 1968 graduate of Fairfield UniversitY. West Virginia State" AA" 
with a B. A. in English. After college, he began his colle- Basketball Championship in 
giate coaching career at the University of Hawaii: Gillen's 1982. Prosser is a 1972 gradu-
career progressed with assistant coaching jobs at Virginia ate of the United States 
Military Insitute, Villanova and finally at Notre Dame. At Merchant Marine Academy at 
Villanova, Gillen coached under Rollie Massimino for two Kings Point, New York with a 
years before moving on to become Notre Dame coach degree in Nautical Science. He 
Digger Phelps' assistant in charge ofrecruiting. As one of also holds a master's Degree in 
the.,rou~gestC()<lC~e~in [)ivisionJ:~()llege_basketball, GiHan S~ondary·Education from 
should enjoy his success for many years. ·• ·. . . . . . West · 
....._--------'-----------------' ·Virginia 
University. 
In his three 
seasons as 
assistant 






5 Mark Poynter 
10 Jamal Walker 
14 Eric Knop 
15 Sydney Raeford 
more and more practice, 
game, and recruiting respon-
sibilities each year. Gaudio 
was an assistant under fellow 
coach Skip Prosser when 
Prosser was head coach at 
Wheeling Central Catholic 
High. When Prosser left to 
become an assistant coach at 
Xavier, Gaudio took over the 
head coaching position and 
·carried the winning tradition 
left by his prcdeccsor. He 
guided the Central Catholic 
Maroon Knights to a 42-11 
record, and a Class "AA" 
State Championship in two 
seasons on the job. Follow-
ing these achievements, 
Gaudio, 32, became one of 
Pete Gillen's assistants before 
the 1987-88 season. Gaudio's 
graduated from Ohio Univer-












last season, has adding 
an extra coaching dimension. 
Moses, 27, was a point guard 
for the St. John's Redmen of 
Coach Lou Carnesecca, who 
finished 31-4 and made it to 
the NCAA Final Four in 1985. 
After his senior season, 
Moses took an assistant 
coaching job at the University 
of Maine under Thomas 
Chapelle. He was a full-time 
assistant at Maine during the 
1987-88 collegiate season. 
Conte Stamas is Coach 
Gillen's newest addition to 
the Musketeer coaching staff. 
Last season, Stamas was an 
assistant coach at Stetson 












two years at Morton (Illinois) 
Junior College. In 1984-85, 
Stamas spent time as an 
assistant at Elmhurst College 
in Division Ill. Stamas 
graduated from Eastern 
Illinois University in 1980, 
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Musketeer Roster 
Position Ht. Wt. Class 
Forward 6-8 210 Freshman 
Guard 5-11 176 Junior 
Guard 5-9 150 Freshman 
··Guard 6-2 186 Sophomore 
20 Michael Davenport* Guard 6-4 206 Junior 
Senior 
Photo by Pierre Azucenas 
Regularly scheduled pre-game pep rallies, organized by a recentlyformed 
Spirit Committee, and the Xavier X-Press, sponsored by the Pep Club, 
offer students two new ways to suppqrt' Musketeer basketball. 
21 Jerry Bu tier 
22 Jamie Gladden 
24 Jerome Holmes 
30 Colin Parker 
31 Dave Minor 
32 Jim Renforth 
33 Derek Strong * 
34 Maurice Brantley 
42 Tyrone Hill * 
44 Aaron Williams 
'52 Dwayne Wilson 
55 Bob Koester 
* - 1989-90Tri-Captains 
Guard 6-3 165 
Guard 6-0 164 Freshman 
Guard/Forward 6-5 190 Freshman 
Guard /Forward 6-6 175 Junior 
Forward 6-6 215 Junior 
Forward 6-8 220 Junior 
Center 6-10 233 Senior 
Guard /Forward 6-6 210 Freshman 
Forward /Center 6-10 243 Senior 
Forward 6-9 195 Freshman 
Forward 6-8 245 Freshman 
Forward/Center 6-8 235 Senior 
photo by Greg Rust 
The 1989 Xavier Musketeer basketball team from left to right (standing): Manager Bryan Williams, Manager Jerry Branka, Trainer James· 
Ross, Assistant Coach Dino Guadio, Jim Renforth, Aaron Williams, Mark Poynter, Tyrone Hill, Derek Strong, Bob Koester, Dwayne 
Wilson, Assistant Coach Skip Prosser, Assistant Coach Mike Moses~ Assistant Coach Conte Stamas, manager Pat Harvey, manager Jim 
Botti; (sitting): Eric Knop, Jerry Butler, Jerome Holmes, Colin Parker, Michael Davenport, Head Coach Pete Gillen, Jamal Walker, Jamie 
Gladden, Dave Minor, Sydney Raeford, Maurice Brantley. 
The 1989 Xavier Lady Musketeer basketball team from left to right (standing): Head Coach Mark Eh!en, Assistant Coach Lori Francescon, 
Monique Greene, Julie Campbell, Lori Knannlein, Tracey Trgovac, Tracy Shaffer, Michelle Ernst, Trainer Jodi fenike, Assistant Coach 
Mickey Ba"ett; (sitting): Alicia Jennings, Yvette King, Kim Blanton, Jennie Schilling, Sheryl Krmpotich, Annette Trenkamp, Valerie 
Spann.· 
1989-90 Musketeer Basketball Schedule 
DATE 
Sat., Dec. 2 
Mon., Dec.4 
Sat., Dec. 9 
Sat., Dec. 16 
Mon., Dec. 18 
Fri., Dec. 22 
Sat., Dec. 23 
Sat., Dec. 30 
Tue., Jan. 2 
Sat., Jan. 6 
• Mon., Jan. 8 
Sat., Jan. 13 
Mon., Jan. 15 
Thu., Jan. 18 
Sat., Jan. 20 
Thu., Jan. 25 
Sat., Jan. 27 
Wed., Jan. 31 
Sat.,Feb.3 
Tue., Feb. 6 
Thu., Feb. 8 
Thu., Feb. 15 
Sat., Feb. 17 
Thu., Feb. 22 
Sat.,Feb.24 
Tue., Feb. 27 
Sat., Mar. 3 
Thu., Mar. 8 
Fri., Mar. 9 
Sat., Mar. 10 
Opponent Site 
Southern Utah ..................... HOME 
Robert Morris ....... _. '._. ............ Away 
Miami (Ohio) ........ · ~ ............. Away 
Valparaiso ... · ............ ~ ......... A way 
Eastern Illinois .................. · ... HOME 
Met Life Classic.# .................. Away 
Met Life Classic # ............. ' ..... Away 
Bowling· Green. : ................... HOME 
Loyola Ma'rymount. ................ HOME 
Marquette ......................... Away 
Loyola . : .................... : ..... HOME 
Alabama-Bin:~ingham .............. HOME 
Distict of Columbia: ................ HOME 
Evansville ....... : ................. Away 
Saint Louis ... .- .. : ................. Away 
Detroit ............................ HOME 
Butl~r .......................... :". . HOME 
Cincinnati ..... : ................... HOME 
Dayton ............................ HOME 
Loyola ............................ Away 
Marquette ......................... HOME 
Evansville ................ : ........ HOME 
Saint Louis ........................ HOME 
Detroit. ........................... Away 
Butler ............................. Away 
Arkansas-Little Rock. ................ Away 
Dayton .. '. ......................... Away 
MCC Champi~nship * .............. Away 
MCC Championship* .............. Away 
































# - Met Life Classic at the University of San Francisco (Xavier vs. Princeton and San Fran 
cisco vs. Canisius) 
·* - MCC Championship at University of Dayton Arena 
e -All Xavier HOME basketball games are played at the Cincinnati Gardens 
e -All times are EST (Eastern Standard Time) p.m. 
1989-90 Lady Musketeer Basketball Schedule 
Date 
Tue., Dec. 5 
Sat., Dec. 9 
Sat., Dec. 16 
Fri., Dec. 29 
Sat., Dec. 30 
Fri., Jan. 5 
Mon., Jan. 8 
Thu., Jan. 11 
Sat., Jan. 13 
Thu., Jan. 18 
Sat., Jan. 20 
Thu., Jan. 25 
Sat., Jan. 27 
Mon., Jan. 29 
Thu., Feb. 1 
Sat., Feb. 3 
· Tue., Feb. 6 
Thu., Feb. 8 
Sat., Feb. 10 
Thu., Feb. 15 
Sat., Feb 17 
Thu., Feb. 22 
Sat., Feb. 24 
Mon., Feb 26 
Sat., Mar. 3 
Mon., Mar. 5 
Fri., Mar. 9 
Sat., Mar. 10 
' 
Opponent Site 
Cincinnati. ..................... HOME 
Miami (Ohio) ................... Away 
Ohio ........................... HOME 
Lady Hatter Classic# ............ Away 
Lady Hatter Classic# ............ Away 
Coastal Carolina ................ HOME 
Wright State .................... Away 
Loyola ......................... HOME 
Marquette ...................... HOME 
Evansville ...................... Away 
Saint Louis ..................... Away 
Notre Dame .................... HOME 
Butler .......................... HOME 
Detroit. ........................ HOME 
Marshall ....................... Away 
Dayton ................... _. .... HOME 
Chicago State .................. HOME . 
Loyola ......................... Away 
Marquette ...................... Away 
Evansville ...................... HOME 
Saint Louis ....... ." ............. HOME 
Detroit. ........................ Away 
Butler .......................... Away 
Notre Dame .................... A way 
Dayton ........................ .A way 
Valparaiso .......... , ........... HOME 
MCC Championship* ........... Away 






























# - Lady Hatter Classic at Deland, Florida (Stetson, Holy Cross, Maine and Xavier) 
* - MCC Championship at the University of Dayton Arena 
•-Lady Musketeer HOME games take place at Schmidt Fieldhouse and the Cincinnati 
Gardens 
e -All times are EST (Eastern Standard Time) p.m. 
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Small conference looking for natjonal recognition 
MCC seeks to. reach· new ·heights 
By Chris Meyer 
The Xavier Newswire 
BUTLER. 
ula 
The Bulldogs are on 
a mission to accomplish one 
goal- to rebuild their 
basketball program. 
Entering the construction 
scene is a new head coach, 
former Butler player and 
Stanford assistant Barry 
Collier. 
Collier's first task is 
to replace hard workiitg 6' 6" 
Darrin Fowlkes (18.8 ppg, 7.6 
rpg). Butler will have to rely 
on the experience and talent 
of guards Jody Littrell (14.8 
ppg) and Thad Matta (11.3 
ppg) .. The Bulldog 
construction project will not 
happen overnight; for now, 
the Bulldogs will have to 
start in the basement and 
work their way to the top. 
ST.LOUIS 
Runner-up ~n the 
post-season National 
Invitational Tournament 
(NIT), the Billikens have 
many players returning from . 
that team, including 6-8 
senior, All-MCC forward 
Anthony Bonner (15.S ppg, 
10.4 rpg). Coach Rich ·' 
Gra wer has two promising . 
recruits who should have a 
huge impact on the team. 
The newcomers are 6' 6" 
junior guard/forward Kevin 
Footes, a junior college 
transfer, and 7' center Melvin 
Robinson. · 
·The Billikens will 
have to rely on their two 
talented veterans, Bonner 
and guard Charles Newberry 
(6.8 ppg). ·Add two recruits 
and St Louis could be tough .. 
MARQU.t:TTE 
The Warriors have a lot of 
new things going on. Not 
only are they the newest 
addition to the MCC, but 
they also have a new coach, 
Kevin O'Neill. Last season, 
Marquette finished 13-15 
while not in conference play. 
O'Neill is blessed with 
four returning starters 
including guard 




ppg, 6.3 rpg) 
and Tyrone 
Baldwin (12.4 




lack of size. 
Coach O'Neill 
will have to count 
on Powell and 6' 10" 
junior Rob Grosse for 
the Warrior rebOunds 
while Smity should lead the 
team in scoring. 
Marquette should 
finish anywhere from third to 
sixth in the conference. But 
watch out for the Warriors in 
the years to come. ·O'Neill is 
a proven recruiter, as shown 
by his success at Arizona, so 






The Titans have their 
problems. Not only did they 
lose three seniors, but 
sophomore Darian McKinney 
(16.1 ppg, 6.7 rpg), the team's 
leading scorer and rebounder 
and freshman Calvin 
Winfield (11.0 ppg)decided. 
to transfer out of Detroit. 
Despite all of Detroit's · 
. problems, 
EVANSVILLE 
Can the.Aces replace 
last season's MCC Player of 
the Year, Scott Haffn~r? 
Evansville has the talent and 
the experience to lead.them 
to another 25- win season 
and an MCC regular-season 
title. The catalyst for · 
Evansville· will be senior 6' 9" 
center Dan Godfread (15.8 
ppg, 8.0 rpg). Despite losing .·· 
Haffner, coach Jim Crews 




















· Evansville was out-
rebounded 13. of theif last 14 
games; With a few more. 
coach Ricky Birdsong still· .boards thi_s season~ the Aces · 
managed to sign nine top 
recruits including 6' 4;.. could continue their .. 
Shawn Williams, a junior impro~e~erit underJim · 
college transfer, and 6' 5" Crews~ 
freshman Michael Aaron. . . . In Crews' four years 
This season, Detroit's at Evansville, he has led them 
strength will be their from eight wins in his first · 
perimeter scoring. But. this. season to 25 last season. 
will be a rebuilding year for Expect Evansville to finish 
the 'I]t~!l~, . · . . h~gh in the MCC: · 
The)(avier News.wire fop Ten 
The basketball staff of The 
Xavier Newswire is proud to intro-
duce the Xavier Newswire Top Ten. 
The "?<N Top Ten" will list weekly 
the top teams in the NCAA. It will ·· · 
list a composite of each staff 
member's personal rankings. 
Presenting the first ever "XN 
Top Ten" (numbers in pare~thesis 
are first place votes received): 
1. Georgetown (1) - 36 
2;· Syracuse (2) - 33, and 
Arizona (1) - 33 
4. Lsu·-3o 
5. UNLV-28 
6. Michigan - 25 
7; Illinois (1) ~ 23, and 
North Carolina - 23 
9. Duke-13 
10. Indiana-~ 10 ·· 
Others reeeiving vote~: Missouri 





Ramblers have been plagued 
with ineligibilities and · 
Proposition 48 casualtie.s. 
New coach, Will Rey; a 
former Evansville assjstant, 
does have some talent 
returning. Junior forward 
Keith Gailes (22.5 ppg, 7.6 
rpg) was voted MCC 
Newcomer of the Year. 
Gailes nearly led Loyola to an 
upset of Xavier in the MCC 
Tournament scoring 34 
points. Junior forward Keir 
· Rogers (10.7 ppg; 6$rpg), 6' 
. 7" junior forward Doug 
Borders (,6.3 ppg~ 3.6 rpg) and 
two big men who sat. out last 
season, 6' 9" Spyros ·· 
Sakellariou, of Greece and 6-
10 OmerB~yu~~yc~n w,i!l, . 
relieve coach Will Rey's ills. 
. With the scoring 
threat of Keith Gailes; Loyola 
could pulla few upsets from· 
· their sleeves, but one guy 
cannot do it all. The Runnin' 
Ramblers should finish in the 
lower half of theMCC. 
DAYTON 
Mm>t4 .. · 
FLYE FIS 
Dayton has a new. 
.·head coach, former N~w 
York Knicks assistantJim · 
O'Brien. He could have an 
easy job.with th~ transition, 
inheriting six seniors who 
combined for 4;277 career 
points last year .. Leading the · · 
Flyers will be 'forward . 
Anthony Corbitt (15.6 ppg, 
· 7.0 rpg) and poihtguard ·· 
Negele Knight (13.9ppg). 
, Last s.eason, the 
Flyers were con'sistent .. ~ 
consistently erratic .. 
Rebounding and scori~g . 
from their starters fluctuated 
from game to gmne. 
To have a successful 
season, Dayton' needs more 
help inside from Corbitt and 
more consistent all-around 
1, Ball State -l. · 
scoring. Look 'for coach 
.. O'Brien to make: the Flyers, 
fly right. , · ·. · . · 
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Driving toward the '90s 
Teamwork is the key for the Lady Musketeers 
By Meghan Eitz 
The Xavier Newswire 
After a third place finish in 
the MCC conference with a 
10-8 record, the Lady Mus-
keteers are shooting for one 
of their best seasons ever for 
1989-90. Fourth year coach 
Mark Ehlen is certainly 
heading the team in the right 
direction, by consistently 
improving the team's record. 
The improvement of each 
· individual player is a key · 
part of the team's success as 
well. 
While the Lady Muskies 
have lost two starting play-
ers, Senior Guards and co-
ca ptians Kelli Benintendi and 
Kerry Durham, the energetic 
youth and talent of the re-
.· turning players will be 
compensated and keep the 
Lady Muskies closely 
. watched. 
Benintendi was the first 
player since 1985 to become a 
member of the 1000 point 
club, and Ehlen considers her 
one of the best of players in _ 
the conference. Her shooting 
skills, along with Durham's 
defensive_insight.wi!lbe .. 
miss.ed. · ·• .. ·" "' · :· · .. · · '° · 
Yet Ehlen still feels this 
year's team will be one ofthe 
best yet. The four returning 
sophomores have shown 
natural improvement, while 
the talent and athletic abili-
ties of the other returning 
players and freshmen will 
provide the Lady Muskies 
with much needed experi-
ence. 
Sophomore guard, 5-7 
· Sheryl Krmpotich and Junior 
guard, 5-5 Kim Blanton will 
be supplying three point · 
shots, while Junior 6-0 Julie 
Campbell returns as forward. 
Last year, Campbell led the 
team in rebounding for the 
second straight year with an 
averag·e of 4.7 per game. · 
One problem area may be 
at the post, where foul 
trouble could hurt the Lady 
Muskies on defense with 
· only two true post players. 
With a well-balanced team, 
Ehlen is hoping to play alot 
of players. ".I feel confident 
about every.one on the team", 
assurred Ehlen . 
With the addition of four 
scholarship players and one 
walk-on, the team is still 
fairly young, but not inexpe-
rienced. "I want a team that 
. plays hard together and puts 
the.teamfirst and themselves 
second to the team's best 
. interes.t'', Ehlen stressed. · 
. Unification among this opti-
mistic team is a majo! · 
contribution. According to 
Ehlen, "that's what it's all 
about". 
· · · . ·. · · · .: · . photo by Sabra Hayes 
Senior Je~nie Schilling; 5'. 9;', eXpe_cts to use her height as an advantage of-
fensively and de{eilsiiJely this year. · · · 
' •• ,. . •• ' •.<" 
1989-90 Xavier Lady Musketeer Roster 
No. Name Position Ht. Class 
3 Kim Blanton Guard 5-5 Junior 
10 Valerie Spann Guard 5-5 Freshman 
12 Sheryl Krmpotich Guard 5-7 Sophomore 
15 Annette Trenkamp Guard 5-8 Freshman 
20 Alicia Jennings Guard 5-3 Freshrrtan 
21 Yvette King Guard 5-8 Freshman 
22 Michelle Ernst Forward 5-10 Junior 
23 Monique Greene Forward 5-9 Freshman 
30 Jennie Schilling Forward· 5-9 Senior 
33 Julie Campbell Forward 6-0 Junior 
34 Lori Knannlein Center 6-1 Sophomore 
42 Tracy Shaff er Forward 5-10 Sophomore 
44 Tracey Trgovac Center 6~2 Sophomore 
Head Coach: Mark Ehlen 
Assistant Coach: Lori Francescon 
Volunteer Asst. Coach: Mickey Barrett 
-· ·····--~ .· .. •• ·- . ~· ''!" .. 
Ehlen sets·- Conference goals 
By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
Since playing point 
guard in high school, 
women's basketball coach 
Mark Ehlen has stressed the 
importance of team unity. 
Ehlen has coached long 
enough to know that the 
attitudes of each team mem-
ber makes a difference to the 
overall development of the · 
team. 
In his fourth year at 
Xavier, coach Ehlen empha-
sizes unity. Ehlen said, 
"One such example of our 
unity is when we are in our 
team huddles, we yell 'team.' 
instead of 'defense: or 'let's . 
. go'." 
Coach Ehlen has two 
assistants to help with all the 
work that. goes along w1th 
coaching a competitive team. 
Some of the many duties of 
Lori Francescon , who is the 
main assistant, are coaching 
the guards, recruiting and 
organizing the scouting. 
Mickey Barrett, a part-time 
assistant; works with the 
post-players and prepares the 
scouting reports. Ehlen 
added, "This job is far from 
.finished in terms of building 
Lady Musketeer Coach Mark Ehlen 
the program. We hope to get 
better and attain an im- · 
proved level of pl~y." 
These coaches see 
the team as finishing at the 
break-even mark or with a 
winning record. Their goal is 
to finish among the top four 
in the conference and go on 
·to the MCC Championships. 
Regarding the competition in 
the MCC, Ehlen added," We 
feel we can compete with 
anyone in the conference. " 
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Mapping the road to a conference crown 
By Chris Meyer 
The Xavier Newswire 
IB3UTLER 
The Bulldogs fin-
ished 9-17 last year; however, 
they have five seniors 
returning including 5' 11" 
forward Shelley Roby (9.8 
ppg, 5.9 rpg) and 6' 3" for-
ward/center Erika McCoy 
(9.0 ppg, 7.7 rpg). Coach 
Paulette Stein will also have 
junior guard Nikki Anderson 
(8.8 ppg) and six newcomers 
led by Indiana All-Star Julie 
VonDielingen, who averaged 
20.7 ppg, 11.0 rpg in high 
school. 
Like the men's team, 
the Lady Bulldogs lack lead-
ership. This is a rebuilding 
year for Butler, and this 
season, the Bulldogs figure to 
finish with St. Louis and 
Evansville in the bottom of 
the pit. 
[))AYTON 
Can coach Sue 
, Ramsey replace First Team 
All-MCC Tobctte Pleasant 
(16.9 ppg, 10.3 rpg)? Proba-
bly not, but with four starters 
returning, including 5' 7'' 
s_enipr guard Pam Rasey (9.9 
ppg), senior guard Cindy 
Frericks (7.6 ppg), 5' 11" 
senior forward Teri Gaerke 
(5.1 ppg, 4.6 rpg), and 5' 11" 
junior foward/center Kaihra 
Goodman (5.9 ppg, 5.2 rpg), 
coach Sue Ramsey can rest 
easy. 
The Flyers will miss 
Plea5ant's leadership and 
talent, but expect Rasey to try 
to fill her shoes. Rasey 
scored double-digits in 16 
contests and is extremely 
quick. Watch out for; they 
could finish third in the 
MCC. 
ITJ)ETROIT 
All starters return for 
the Lady Titans, who last 
year finished fourth and 
advanced to the MCC 
tournament. The Titans are 
led by All-MCC seni<?r 
Cheryl Day (16.3 ppg, 9.6 
rpg) and 5-9 junior forward 
Mandy Chandler (10.2 ppg, 
4.3 rpg). Also returning is 5-
11 senior forward Teri Ford 
(9.2 ppg, 5.2 rpg) who led the 
league in three-point scoring, 
netting 4.3 points from three 
pointers per game. 
Coach Dewayne 
Jones has a lot of talent on his 
squad, and his team should 
compete with the other top 
teams in the conference, 
Notre Dame and Loyola. 
Detroit should finish second 
or third. 
IEV ANSVILLE 
The Lady Aces lost 
four starters. The only 
returning starter for coach 
Bill Barnett is 6' junior 
forward Diane Starry (8.2 
ppg, 3.0 rpg). Another 
returner is 5' 11" senior 
guard/foward Tracy Steed 
(10.5 ppg, 3.0 rpg) who 
finished second on the team 
in scoring and led the league 
in three-point percentage 
(.478). 
The Lady Aces have 
five freshmen this season and 
should help them as the 
season progresses. However, 
Evansville faces a very tough 
non-conference schedule, 
playing eight out of eleven 
games on the road. The Lady 
Aces are vefYi young; look 
for the Aces to fight with St. 
Louis and Butler for last 
place. 
IL OYOLA 
The Lady Ramblers 
will be seeking their third 
straight MCC regular season 
· title and their first outright 
title this year; they shared the 
honor with Evansville in 1988 
and Notre Dame last year. 
Loyola has four starters 
returning from last year's 
squad, including 5' 8" junior 
guard Sheryl Porter (18.1 
ppg, 5.5 rpg) who is the 
league's top returning scorer 
and was voted MCC New-
comer of the Year last season, 
5' 5" senior Veronica Pettry 
(11.4 ppg, 4.0 rpg) and 6' 4" 
senior center Denise Law-
rence (11.5 ppg, 5.1 rpg). 
Coach Marty Hawk-
ins is very lucky because he 
not only has four starters 
returning, but he has depth at 
every position, including the 
forward position with Cindy 
Pruim (5.1 ppg, 2.2 rpg), who 
scored 24 points in a victory 
over Notre Dame. Loyola is 
sure to have another great 
season, but it is a toss-up 
between Loyola and Notre 
Dame for the first place 
honors. 
MARQUETTE 
The Warriors will be 
playing their first MCC 
league season in 1989. 
Marquette has a very experi-
enced team with four starters 
returning, including 5' 6" 
senior guard Joan Pitrof (9.1 
ppg; 2.6 rpg), who was 20th 
in the nation last year in 
assists (183), 6' junior forward 
Heidi Ach (13.6 ppg, 4.6 rpg) 
and 6' sophomore forward 
• 
Tammy Shain (12.6 ppg, 4.6 
rpg). 
Coach Sr. Maria 
Pares has a deep squad with 
three freshmen and a transfer 
joining the club. Marquette 
could very well be a sleeper 
and should surprise the top 
teams in the MCC including 
Notre Dame and Loyola. 
Look for the Warriors to 
finish in the middle of the 
pack. 
NOTRE DAME 
The Fighting Irish 
have a well-rounded team 
including team leader, junior 
Krissi Davis (10.4 ppg, 6.6 
rpg), who averaged over 20 
ppg over a five-game span 
during the end of last year's 
regular season play, 5' 6" 
junior guard Karen Robinson 
(12.5 ppg) and 5' 8" junior 
guard Sara Liesbacher.(9.7 
ppg, 4.2 rpg). 
Notre Dame, like 
Loyola, has a quick, upbeat 
tempo style of play, and with 
the addition of 6' 3" freshman 
forward Dionne Smith, the 
Fighting Irish should have 
the fastest team ever. The 
Irish are definately first-place 
material, but they should stay 
with the pace of the Runnin' 
Ramblers lest they should fall 
behind. 
§T. LOUIS 
The Billikens are 
hoping to rebound from the 
worst season ever, 8-19 
overall. Three starters return, 
including 5' 11" senior 
forward Julie Hacker-Buehne . 
(12.4 ppg, 8.1 rpg) and 5' 7" 
senior forward Missy Mein-
berg (10.6 ppg, 4.4 rpg). 
Coach John O'Brien 
has a hard job ahead of him 
because he has to fill the · 
vacant guard spots. Two 
freshmen are available, but 
they are young and inexperi-
enced in college ball. St. 
Louis should probably win 
the battle between Evansville 
and Butler ... for the dead 
last spo~ .... -." ......... ,. ..... ,. . , ... . 
